The Journal is a meeting in a magazine. It can be used: To read at meetings, To find experience, strength and
hope while on vacation, To read with sponsees, To stay connected to the program.
Topics now available: S.L.A.A. members were asked the following questions and they share their experience,
strength and hope in each issue.
#148 — Breaking Up... with a Sponsor — “Have you ever found it necessary to break up with a sponsor? How
did you come to this decision and what happened?”
#149 — **ABM issue Diversity — “Have you ever felt that personal differences (such as sexuality, gender,
age, race, or disability) made you an outsider in society but felt safe in the rooms of S.L.A.A.? Can you share
your experience, strength and hope?”
#150 — Program Crush: Sexual and Emotional Intrigue at 12-Step Meetings — “Have you ever had a crush on
someone in a meeting? What did you do about it?”
#151 — Sober at the Holidays — “Is it more difficult to stay sober around the holidays? What special problems
have you encountered and what tools of the program did you use to stay sober?”
#152 — Strengthening Healthy Boundaries — How has the S.L.A.A. program of recovery helped you to
strengthen your boundaries?
#153 — Secrets Versus Privacy: How Do We Tell the Difference? — Has S.L.A.A. helped you understand the
difference between secrets and privacy? Please share your experience, strength and hope.
#154 — Ready for Sponsorship? — When did you begin sponsoring and how did you know you were ready?
Step 6 Focus Issue - S.L.A.A. members share their experience strength and hope in working Step 6.
#60-Tenth Anniversary - Stories about sex and love addiction written by S.L.A.A. members in 1999.
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